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IT’S FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY WITH STACER’S NEW 619 EASY
RIDER

New to the Stacer Range in 2014 the 619 Easy Rider offers great value as the largest
in the bowrider series.
Released due to customer demand the new 619 Easy Rider offers the largest bow and
cockpit space in the range and with room for up to 8 people the whole family really
can enjoy a day out on the water.
The 619 Easy Rider really puts luxury first with a large cushioned bow lounge and
new rear lounge featuring a wraparound backrest design eliminating sharp edges and
creating ultimate comfort.
In line with the 2014 range the 619 Easy Rider also features the Low Profile Sports
Deck with a design which sees the UV stable, moulded material extend further around
the corners of the dash creating an aesthetically pleasing line.
Wynnum Marine’s Dealer Principal Darren Nichols said the 619 Easy Rider was very
impressive with its large bow lounge area in particular.
‘This year with our bowrider range we have proportioned the size of the bow area and
cockpit space specifically to each model which has a seen an increase in bow sizes
across the range,’ Darren said.
Complete with 4mm bottomsides and 160L fuel tank and rated up to 200hp the 619
Easy Rider will keep the family entertained for hours on end.
With a ski locker, sound system with speakers and sounder included as standard there
really is no limit with how much fun you can have in the 619 Easy Rider.
The 619 Easy Rider is available as a Stacer Ready 2 Go Package complete with a boat,
motor, trailer and complete with 3 year limited factory warranty.
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